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1 Legal Disclaimer
 Gamebox LLC can, in no way, be held liable for any damage to the user’s property, or the user’s health 
from following these instructions. While these instructions aim to give the user a comprehensive and safe 
guide to completing this modifcation, there are many potential variables that could result in the unit that the 
user is attempting to modify requiring more restorative measures. There is also a serious risk of burns, inju-
ries, and deaths from fires when working with soldering irons. At the time of this guide’s writing the DMG 
001 handheld has passed its third decade, and even working units should be recapped as soon as possible. 
Chemicals associated with some of these processes are quite toxic and should be handled with care and adult 
supervision. Results may vary. “Gamebox”, “Gamebox Systems”, “gamebox.systems”, its associated internet 
domains, and the associated logos in this document are trademarks(™) of Gamebox LLC , A Limited Liability 
Company. This document, text and, images contained there-in are property of Gamebox LLC ©2021 Gamebox 

LLC, all rights reserved.
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2 Project Overview 

 DMTV or “Dot Matrix Television” is an open source embedded solution to pair with a an original 
GameBoy console to provide 800x600 60Hz VGA out graphics, NES controller input, custom color palettes, 
toggle-able scan lines and optional direct stereo audio.

 Unlike the original DMTV, this version no longer requires an atmega32u4 for controller handling. 
This feature is now baked directly into the source code using a simple shift register! This allows for a simpli-
fied board and lower BOM cost than before. Also includes all new color palettes.

 The Gamebox DMTV v2 aims to be one of the simplest solutions to replace the standard DMG 001’s 
A/V and control assembly with an alternative I/O. The DMTV v2 board is built around the Lattice iCE-
40HX1K FPGA, and is capable of multiple pre-programmed color palettes. Audio and Video is more eas-
ily convertible thanks to the SVGA/VGA standard & 3.5mm audio interface. Power delivery has also been 
moved onto the DMTV v2 PCB to make the need to buy separate power adapters a thing of the past.



Materials
Included in Kit:
(X4) 30mm post screws
(X4) 10mm inner shell screws
(X2) 7mm inn shell screws

Not Included in Kit:
DISTILLED WATER - Must be distilled
DISTILLED WHITE VINEGAR - No substitutes
ISOPROPAL ALCOHOL 91%+ - 
FLUX - User preference
SOLDER - Leaded Solder
SOLDER WICK - User preference
WIRE, INSULATED SOLID CORE, .28 GAUGE - One 7” strand, Two 0.5’ strands
ELECTRICIAN’S TAPE/CAPTON TAPE - User preference
SAND PAPER - Use Super Fine or higher
SWABS - User preference

Components
Included in Kit:
DMTV v2 PCB
DMTV v2 Top Shell
DMTV v2 Bottom Shell
DMTV v2 Cart Plate
DMTV v2 G Bracket Spacer
DMTV v2 Power Switch Cover
DMTV v2 to DMG RIBBON CABLE
(X4) Foot Pads
Micro USB Power cable

Not Included in Kit:
DONOR DMG Mainboard
NES COMPATIBLE CONTROLLER

Tools
Not Included in Kit:
Y3.0 TRIWING SCREWDRIVER - Commonly found in Nintendo driver kits
+3.0 PHILIPS SCREWDRIVER - Commonly found in Nintendo driver kits
FINE EDGE CUTTERS - For close in wire & leg trimming
WIRE STRIPPERS - Capable of stripping .28 gauge wire
TWEEZERS - For holding wires down durring soldering
ELECTRONICS BRUSH - Fine bristled
VARIABLE SOLDERING IRON - useful when working with old and new solder
VENTILATOR/AIR FILTER - Flux/Solder fumes are highly toxic
ESD STRAP - Electronics are highly sensitive to static shock
RAZOR/CRAFT KNIFE - General purpose

3 Material Sheet
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4 Selecting A Donor
DMTV v2 Install Guide

 Any console with a damaged screen makes an 
ideal candidate. Due to the bifurcate nature of the orig-
inal DMG 001’s design many functioning DMG main-
boards have been thrown into the for-parts bin along 
with their more finnicky frontal assembles.  
 The most common problems facing aging DMG 
001 systems arise from corrosion. Sources of this corro-
sion include AA Batteries left inside the console for too 
long, and the rupturing of the now 30+ year old capaci-
tors. 
 While most of the capacitors are located in the 
front I/O PCB, the battery terminals are soldered di-
rectly to the mainboard. Best case scenario is the owner 
changed the batteries often, and didn’t leave dead batter-
ies in it to rot once they had no more use for it. However, 
most cases will present that the last owner has let 4 AA 
cells rot in it and you can hope that it was stored upright 
to prevent it leaking onto the vital mainboard internals. 
 In most cases a capacitor removal, proper wash-
ing, and capacitor replacement will get 75 percent of 
DMG 001 consoles functional.

5 Extracting the Mainboard

STEP 1

A: Turn the console over and remove the
battery cover.

B: Proceed to remove the 6 Triwing screws with
your Triwing screwdriver.

C: When all 6 screws have been removed the
two halves should begin to separate on their
own. CAUTION Do not to let the halves fall
apart as they are still connected to each-other
via a ribbon cable.

Page 6This section continues on the next page.
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5 Extracting the Mainboard(cont)

STEP 2

A: Carefully slide the end of the cable connected to the back 
assembly down and off the mainboard while holding the 
halves approximately 1 inch apart.

B: Now that the two halves are apart, set the front housing 
aside. The DMG 001’s mainboard is housed in the rear shell 
along with a couple of small daughter boards that will later 
be removed.

STEP 3

A: Remove the 2 Philips head screws secur-
ing the mainboard to the shell.

B: Remove the additional 2 Philips head 
screws securing the audio jack to the rear 
housing.

C: Remove the mainboard assembly from 
the shell.

6 Inspecting the Mainboard
 This example DMG 
001 mainboard has suffered 
catastrophic corrosive rot, 
however with perseverance 
there is still a good chance 
of restoring it to working 
order. This guide will go 
over basic cleaning proce-
dures. PCB restoration is 
a complex topic in its own 
right however. Covering ev-
ery concept of trace routing 
and repair would be a better 
focus of other guides.
 In the end it is up to
the individual how much of their time and money they want to put into a project. We can only encourage 
people to keep these systems alive and working for future generations to enjoy. Generally if well kept, DMG 
001 PCBs should have little to no rot. If you do find rot or corrosive residue, it is best to neutralize it with a 
weak acid such as distilled white vinnegar and clean the area to prevent further corrosion. Generally however, 
DMGs are known for surviving fairly extreme situations.

DMTV v2 Install Guide
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7 Cleaning the Mainboard 

STEP 1

 Using your electronics brush gently wash the most severely dam-
aged areas for 1 minute, each, with DISTILLED WHITE VINEGAR. Spend a couple
additional minutes washing the entire PCB surface on both sides. Be
especially cautious around components who have suered obvious dam-
age.

STEP 2

 Gently rinse the board with DISTILLED WATER. Inspect the board for 
additional areas of corrosive build-up. Make a note of any visible broken 
traces. If any corrosive build-up remains, repeat STEPS 1 and 2 until no 
more corrosive build up is visible. If you repeat this process several times 
and continually uncover more corrosion, stop. Continue to STEP 3 for a 
nal wash and begin looking into more in depth guides to dealing with 
board rot. If you have been able to as we have with our example DMG and 
cleaned the visible corrosive build up successfully, then also proceed to 
STEP 3.

STEP 3

 Gently rinse each side of the mainboard in 91%+ ISOPROPAL ALCOHOL. 
Proceed to let air dry for atleast 20-30 minutes. If the user has made it this 
far without uncovering catastrophic rot, or a broken trace. Then proceed 
with this guide. Until then, fix the problem.
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8 Preparing the Mainboard 
DMTV v2 Install Guide

Step 1

 Due to the imperfections left over from the man-
ufacturing process of the DMG 001 PCB. All edges of the 
Mainboard should be trimmed and sanded flat to fit the 
DMTV V2 shell.

Page 9
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8 Preparing the Mainboard(cont)

STEP 2

 The first of the daughter boards to be removed is connected 
on the side by three green wires, and a red wire. Desolder and re-
move these 4 wires. We will return here at step number 5 to jump the 
top and bottom pins.

STEP 3

 The second daughter board is connected to the bottom of 
the mainboard by 3 black wires and 1 white wire. Desolder and re-
move these 4 wires. We will return here at step number 7 to jump pins 
3 & 4.

STEP 4

 Desolder both of the battery terminals, wick old solder, re-
flow new solder onto pads to further slow corrosion. Leave termi-
nals off.

STEP 6

 Using the one 7 inch strand of wire, connect it to the Right 
audio channel. The 4th pin in the row, in this orientation.

THIS COMPLETES MAINBOARD PREPARATION
WASH THE MAINBOARD WITH 91%+ IPA AND SET ASIDE TO DRY

STEP 8

 Using a pair of needle nose plyers, flatten the two tabs on 
either side of the link port. This won’t hamper the port in any way and 
helps it fit into the case.

STEP 7

 Using the other half inch strand of insulated .28 gauge wire 
jump these two points to enable Mono. ( and left channel audio pro 
audio) 
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(OPTIONAL SINGLE WIRE STEREO AUDIO)
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STEP 5
 Going back to the area from step 2 and using a one half inch strand of 
insulated .28 gauge wire, jump the 1st of the four terminals to the 4th of the 
four terminals. Failure to do this will damage the console if you attempt to power 
it on otherwise.



9 Preparing the DMTV v2 PCB
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STEP 1

 Remove the resistor  located next to the 
solder pad marked “Right Audio” that is marked “Re-
move”.

STEP 2

 Solder the Right Audio wire from Step 6 of 
Section 8 to the pad labeled “Right Audio”.
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10 The Assemblies

STEP 1

 Slide the included Cart Plate with the text facing outwards into the top housing, using the includ-
ed 7mm inner shell screws to secure the plate as shown.

The Top Assembly

STEP 2

 Attach the included Power Switch Cover and CAREFULLY rock the Mainboard into place while tilting 
it into the top housing, then using 2 included 10 mm inner shell screws to secure it as shown. 

PLACEHOLDER

This section continues on pages 13 & 14.
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10 The Assemblies(cont)

The Bottom Assembly

STEP 1

 Rock the DMTV v2 PCB into the shell with the A/V-I/O going in first(as shown), the front of shell 
will need to bend slightly before it snaps over the controller port. 

STEP 2

 Use the final two 10mm screws to secure the PCB into place as shown.

This section continues on the next page.
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STEP 3

 Place the included G Spacer bracket(as shown) and then drive the included four 30mm post 
screws through the bottom of the shell so they are flush with the top of the G Spacer Bracket. Leave the 
screws partially fastened until final assembly.

10 The Assemblies(cont)
DMTV v2 Install Guide
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11 Connecting The Assemblies

 Using the following example photos as a guide; Use a series of 45 degree folds to rotate each end 
of the ribbon cable so it orientates correctly between the two assemblies:

Folding the Ribbon Cable

This section continues on the next page.
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11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Folding the Ribbon Cable

This section continues on the next page.

DMTV v2 Install Guide

Clean hands make clean folds.
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11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Folding the Ribbon Cable

This section continues on the next page.

DMTV v2 Install Guide

Square up, buttercup.
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11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Folding the Ribbon Cable

This section continues on the next page.

DMTV v2 Install Guide

Be precise, measure twice.



11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Folding the Ribbon Cable

This section continues on the next page. Page 19
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Slow & steady, like a crane.
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11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Folding the Ribbon Cable

DMTV v2 Install Guide

The first time is always tricky.

If you get really stuck, unfold and 
try again.
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STEP 1

 Insert the folded end of the ribbon cable through the G Bracket Spacer and into the DMTV v2 PCB 
as shown.

This section continues on the next page. Page 21

11 Connecting the Assemblies (cont)

Making The Final  Connections

STEP 2

 Insert the unfolded end of the ribbon cable into the DMG PCB.



STEP 3
 Snap the two assemblies together while taking care not to pinch a wire. Then while holding both 
assemblies together fasten the four 30mm post screws in the bottom of the case following a star pattern 
until both assemblies are firmly together and the screw heads are flush with the bottom of the case.

DMTV v2 Install Guide
11 Connecting The Assemblies(cont)
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 When both assemblies are connected perform a Power On Self Test (P.O.S.T.) Grab a grey Type A 
Game Pak and a NES compatible controller. Connect your A/V Leads. Using a micro usb cable, connect the 
power. Insert your controller and game pak.

 When you power on the console initially it will boot into a random color palette, however it will re-
member your last chose color palette if the unit DMTV v2 PCB does not lose power. The DMG power switch 
only toggles DMG Power.

To cycle Color Palettes HOLD START+SELECT+A and release.

To toggle Scan Lines HOLD START+SELECT+B and release.

Once you are satisfied with your assembly, attach the 4 included foot pads.

CONGRATULATIONS
The modification has been a success.

Thank your for purchasing the Gamebox LLC DMTV v2 kit
To find more Gamebox products, news, and guides please visit:

https://www.gamebox.systems

POWERED BY MEMES
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